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James Kalat's best-selling INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY does far more than cover major

theories and studies; it encourages you to question the information and ask yourself, "How was this

conclusion reached?" and "Does the evidence really support it?" In this student-praised text, Kalat

challenges your preconceptions about psychology to help you become a more informed consumer

of information not only during your college experience but also as you venture into your post-college

life. With his humorous writing style and hands-on "Try It Yourself" exercises, Kalat puts you at ease

and gets you involved with what you are studying so that you can succeed in your course. Available

with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
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Introduction to Psychology is an amazing book for those who intent to make Psychology their

profession or just want to know what makes man great. Who are humans really? What sets us apart

from the animal world? Then, James Kalat's book is an excellent read!

The book is easy to read. However, the way the book is organized leaves something to be desired.

It is ok.

I loved every thing about this book, it explained everything and it's easy to find words. Yes yes yes

yes



The book is fine but I was hoping that the access code for the online book would come with it. That's

a lot of extra money to pay for something that really should have came with the book

$$$ Pricey. This book is required for a freshman psychology class. The explanations and

terminology seem comprehensive and good for beginners in the field.

Very smart alternative to the hard cover and paper back. You just need a 1.5 inch binder. Excellent

savings and exactly the same thing as the "real" book.

This is a great app, very convenient but...it needs a reader for anyone that is blind. If there was a

speak option for the book to be read it would be FANTASTIC!!

Best-written textbook I have ever encountered, hands down. Interesting and informative, it felt more

like reading an interesting nonfiction book than a textbook.
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